Rothwell Schools Year 2
Home Learning Newsletter

Issue 12

Week commencing 29.6.20

parents.rvis@rothwellschools.org.uk
Dear Parents/Carers,
Please find below the Year 2 Home Learning Newsletter. As always, the tasks are designed to be
completed as and when you can. We have loved seeing pictures of work that some of you have been able
to email to us. Remember, you can use the parents.rvis@rothwellschools.org.uk to do this.
Messages for the children...
Mrs Hansard - Hi Year 2, I hope you have all had a good week and have made the most of the lovely weather? I
have been busy in school again working with Year 1 children in the Woodpecker Class. We have been learning all
about lighthouses and we had lots of fun in forest school. It has also been my birthday this week. I was very lucky
to receive some lovely cards and gifts. I celebrated by having a BBQ in the garden with my family, it was lovely and
relaxing. Missing you all lots – Stay safe! 🌈
Mrs Jarvis - Hello again year 2, I hope you are all enjoying this week's lovely weather? I have been doing some
learning jobs again myself this week at home, it’s good to keep my brain learning new things and it will help me help
you when we can all be back together. I hope the weather stays this nice for a little bit longer, mainly so that I
have a reason to keep eating ice creams! 😉Stay safe you lovely lot and I’ll see you all soon. 🌈
Mrs Dunbar - Hey year 2! 😁 I hope you've been having fun in the sun this week?! ☀️ Maybe cooling off with an ice
cream or ice lolly treat?!🍦 I'm still in working with Year 1 and we have enjoyed forest school fun and P.E on the
field amongst other things! Do you remember from last week's message, I said I'd got a new pond in my garden at
home? Well we now have creatures living in it - fish, shrimps, newts and other tiny animals making it their home! My
children love studying them! Take care and keep staying safe you lovely lot! 🌈
Miss Perriam - Hello Year 2! I hope you are all well and continue to enjoy your activities. I have had a very busy week

with Year 1. We have learnt lots about lighthouses and Grace Darling, who was a very brave lady who rescued
people from the sea when their ship had crashed. We have also had lots of fun learning how to play football
rounders on the field. I have continued to go on runs and dog walks now that the weather is a lot nicer. I have been
down to our allotment to water it and I have also started to pick some strawberries. They are delicious. I have
seen my Grandma and Grandad to have a socially distanced cup of tea in their garden. It was lovely to see their
faces and have a chat about everything that has happened since lockdown. Have any of you been round to see
friends and family in their gardens? I still miss you and stay safe!

Mrs Hanson – Hello Year 2. I hope that you are all well and happy and have managed to enjoy some of this
scorchingly hot weather. 🌞 I have been working hard this week getting lots of home learning ready for you. I

hope that you enjoy doing the activities and that your brains are still just about working. I have spent the week
having a massive clear out of the house trying to get rid of all the things that my family don’t use anymore. We
have managed to fill 10 bin bags for the charity shop! I’m very excited for next weekend as I am going to see my
family who I haven’t seen for 6 whole months because of coronavirus. Have any of you been able to see your
friends and family this week? Have a lovely weekend and take care of yourselves and your families. Miss you lots
xxx 🌈
Mrs Fowler –Hello year 2. I hope that you are all ok. I have been busy in my garden this week putting a new fence
up. It is very hard work watching Mr Fowler dig the holes. My job was measuring if they were deep enough, I had
to use my tape measure and look at the numbers carefully so that I didn’t make any mistakes. I also had to make
sure that he went in a straight line – we don’t want a wonky fence! This week our peas have finally been ready to
pick - I think they liked the rain last week. We planted our seeds right at the beginning of lockdown and it feels
like we have been watering them and watching them grow for a long time. I wonder if anything that you planted at
home is ready to eat? We are also still enjoying our strawberries; we’ve been lucky that our plants have produced a
lot of fruit. I hope you enjoy the activities we have planned for you this week. Take care and stay safe. Miss you all
🌈
Mrs Civil – Hi everyone, I hope you are all ok. This week, I have been working with some of the children in the Robin
Class again. We have had a busy week finding out about a famous lady called Grace Darling and completed lots of
subtraction number sentences. If you get a chance, see if you can do a little bit of research on her – she was very
brave! My family and I have also made the most of the beautiful weather. We have had lots of fun splashing in the
paddling pool and enjoyed a couple of BBQs. Obviously, we HAD to eat a few ice-creams to help cool us down! 😉
Keep smiling and stay safe. 🌈

Our Topic - ‘Deep Deep Down’ - Our learning journey...
This week we are continuing to look at the problem of pollution in the ocean. We know that you
are all great at recycling as you do it so well in the classroom, now we need to try and make sure
that everyone understands how important it is. We will be learning some facts and discovering
that Stanley, the bag from last week's story, is not the only bit of rubbish that has ended up in
the wrong place. We all need to do out bit to help protect wildlife and the Earth, be part of
the solution not the pollution!

If your child has found some of the activities a little challenging, they may
wish to have a go at some of the alternative activities that we have included
in the Home Learning Tasks grid.

TOPIC 'UP!’ LEARNING GRID
Choose activities from the grid below. Can you challenge yourself?
EVERYDAY: Reading for 15 minutes, learning/practising your weekly spellings
MONDAY 29th June
Task 1 – Maths

TUESDAY 30th June
Task 1 – Maths

WEDNESDAY 1st July
Task 1 - Maths

It’s time to have some fun at the
seaside fair! Can you solve these
funfair money problems?

THURSDAY 2nd July
Task 1 – Maths
Hook a duck!

One of the best parts of going to the
seaside is eating lots of ice cream. Can
you create lots of different flavour
combinations?

Use your Maths Eyes to see what
mathematical things you notice in this
picture of the seaside.

Alternative – see below
Challenge – see below

FRIDAY 3rd July
Task 1 – Maths
Which ride do you enjoy most at
the fair? Look at Mrs Fowler’s
graph and see if you can answer
the questions

Everyone loves to play hook a duck
at the fair.
Pick some ducks and find the total
of the numbers
Alternative – see below

Alternative – see below
Challenge – see below
Task 2 English/PSHE
Last week we read all about Stanley
and the havoc that he caused in the
ocean. Unfortunatley the problem is
much bigger than that.
Look at the pictures and facts below
and discuss then with an adult using
the fantastics.

Challenge – see below
Task 2 English Let’s look again at the pollution facts
from yesterday. Can you use the facts
and your ‘fantastics’ to create a poster
telling people about the importance of
recycling and throwing rubbish away
responsibly?

You might even want to display it in
your window at home!

Task 2 English –

Task 2 English -

Task 2 English

Imagine you were one of the fish in the
ocean whose habitat was being spolit by
pollution.

Let’s think about the pollution problem.
Is it a new problem or has ocean plastic
pollution always been a problem?
Think about what we learned about
seasides in the past a couple of weeks
ago.

Imagine that a new piece of plastic
packaging ended up in the ocean just
like Stanley.

What could you do to try and find a
solution? Who might be able to help us
make a difference? Who would be able
to help us change the amount of
packaging on products?
We are going to write a letter asking
for help.

What could we do to help reduce the
amount of rubbish on the beaches?

Can you use your imagination to write
the story of what happened to your
piece of packing?
I wonder if it will have a happy ending
like Stanley...

Task 3 - History
How has the seaside changed over

Task 3 – PSHE
Read the 3 seaside scenarios and

Task 3 - DT
In the past, one of the biggest

Task 3 - Science
As you have learnt over the last two

time? Have a look at a selection of
pictures from now and the past and
write super sentences to explain
what you have learnt.

decide which option you would choose
and why.
Would you rather?
•
Build sandcastles on the
beach or play in the arcades?

attractions at a seaside fair was the
carousel and they can still be found
today. Follow the instructions below to
make your very own carousel!

weeks, pollution in the oceans is a very
serious problem.
Your task today is to complete a science
experiment to remove pollution from
some sea water and save the marine

•

•

Sunbathe peacefully on the
sand or stand in a long queue
for an ice cream?
Ride on a plodding donkey or
swim in a stormy sea?

animals .

Task 3 – PE
It's time to have some Friday fun by
playing some beach games!
Even though we can't go to the beach
at the moment you can get outside in
the fresh air and pretend the sand is
between your toes. Have a look at
the choice of games, grab your family
and equipment then go have some fun!

TOPIC 'UP!’ LEARNING GRID
Wellbeing
Here are some more activities and links that can help you to feel relaxed, calm and happy at home. You
may like to do them when you have a brain break.
• Cosmic Yoga - https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
• Under the Sea Mindfulness Colouring - https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26968-underthe-sea-themed-mindfulness-colouring-sheets
• Seaside Colouring - https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-24360-new-summer-mindfulnesscolouring-sheets
• Under the Sea Word Searches - https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-a-009-under-the-seawordsearch
• A Trip to the Seaside - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPhg6sc1Mk4
Follow the link, then close your eyes and listen to the sound of the waves. The slow, churning, white
noise of the ocean can be comforting. Is the sound loud or quiet? Does the sea sound calm or choppy?
Can you hear if some waves are bigger than others? What sounds can you hear the wind making?
What might you smell, see or touch at the seaside?
Can you spot the 10 differences in the picture below?

Here are the answers to last week's spot the difference.

Reading
Have a look at the information below about seaside holidays and see if you can answer the
questions below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who did seaside holidays become popular with?
When were the railways invented?
Why did Victorian people, especially ladies, need bathing machines?
Can you find word that shows Victorian people enjoyed the beach?
What was built for people to stay in?

Spellings
Please find below a list of spellings that we would like the children to practise learning this week. Our
focus is the year 2 common exception words and some words related to the activities we are completing
this week.

kind

pretty

should

could

rubbish

children

many

would

pollute

danger

Maths
Battle on! Thank you to everyone who battled a teacher last week.
This week is going to be the ultimate battle. . .
So far, we have had two boys ‘v’ girls battles and the score is one win to each team. This week is the
final chance to find the winning team.
Girls your team needs you! Boys your team needs you!
For the final time: Let battle commence!

A little online safety reminder...

As always, we hope you all have a happy and healthy week.
Best Wishes,
The Year 2 Team

